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Carol Stream, Ill. – Jan. 19, 2016 – While the focus and praise of the residential construction
industry has always been centered on the unique residential communities that are created, it’s
important to remember that homes are never completed without the unique technology tools that
do lend a helping hand, so to speak, behind the scenes.
It’s these technology solutions and products that have been chosen to be recognized by
Constructech magazine as the 2016 Top Products of the Year. The Residential 2016
Constructech Top Products awards highlight achievements and advancements in technology that
have greatly impacted the homebuilding market.
Submissions are judged on originality and overall usefulness. Each entry is then evaluated based
on its performance in the residential construction market for helping builders achieve their
technological objectives in helping advance technology and grow the construction market.
“The homebuilding community needs the right software tools and applications that will help it
forge new pathways to profitability, especially as the market begins to pick up,” says Peggy
Smedley, editorial director, Constructech magazine. “The 2016 residential Top Products winners
are truly demonstrating their success in this area for homebuilders today.”
Winning products place in either a New Product or a Trusted Product category. New Products are
based on newly introduced products and technology offerings that have been in the market for

less than two years. Trusted Products are those core technology offerings in the market for more
than three years. This category also includes upgrades or enhancements to existing products. The
recipients of the residential Constructech Top Products for 2016 are:
Trusted Products
GoTour 3D from Avid Ratings
BirdDogHR Talent Management System from BirdDogHR
BuilderTREND from BuilderTREND
BIM Pipeline from CG Visions
eHome & eCommunity from CG Visions
Co-construct.com from Co-construct, LLC
HomeFront Software from HomeFront Software
Integrated Homebuilder Management System from Mark Systems
NoteVault Reporting Platform and Mobile Apps from NoteVault
PlanGrid from PlanGrid
Sage 100 Contractor from Sage Construction and Real Estate
STACK Estimating from STACK Construction Technologies
PlanSwift from Textura Corp.
New Products
Fieldwire from Fieldwire
Sage Service Operations from Sage Construction and Real Estate
“Looking at the list of 2016 residential Top Product winners, the overarching theme is
innovation,” says Laura Black, editor, Constructech. “The products on this year’s list are truly on
the cutting-edge and will enable builders to perform in an increasingly competitive market.”
For more information on the 2016 residential Top Products winners, check out the January issue
by downloading the Constructech app in the Apple or Android App Store. Just search for
Constructech.
Also, be sure to pick up the March/April 2016 issue of Constructech magazine to learn about the
winners of the commercial 2016 Top Products.
About Constructech magazine
Constructech magazine is where construction and technology converge. The publication
influences construction professionals to unleash the business value of
technology. constructech.com
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